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"Erich boldly made us think about what no one else dared to even speak of. He continues to

challenge our understanding of history."--Philip Coppens, author of The Ancient Alien

QuestionAncient humans had the natural urge to document the world in which they lived, a fact that

is evident in the cave paintings and carvings that still exist today. Why do rock paintings from

various sites around the world all seem to depict the same things? Did the peoples of the prehistoric

world have contact with each another? Is it possible that some were transported to far-flung

locations in what our ancestors could only have described as "flying chariots"?Erich von DÃ¤niken,

one of the best-selling authors of all time and regarded by many as the father of the ancient alien

theory, continues his mission to uncover Earth's ancient past--this time with more than 150

extraordinary full-color photographs--in Evidence of the Gods.This extensively illustrated book

features never-before-seen photographs from his unique archive, compiled throughout decades of

searching around the world for traces of the cosmic gods whom he believes came to Earth

thousands of years ago. Evidence of the Gods offers the best and most impressive evidence to

date, along with concise explanations for the images, to bolster the case that von DÃ¤niken has

already been making quite convincingly for years.Evidence of the Gods is his most convincing--and

thoroughly entertaining--work yet.Did extraterrestrial visitors really leave their unmistakable traces

on our planet thousands of years ago?The images will speak for themselves.
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Glossy pages, lots of photos, most smaller than hoped for, some full page, many two to a page,

rehashed evidence that those who follow Von Daniken already know. This book appears to be an

overview, or re-presentation of thoughts/ideas/theories and photos that have appeared in other of

his works, almost all in color, a plus. I'm still glad I got it if for no other reason than to have his

complete works. I do hope he is not entering into the 'cashing in on previous works' mode just to

keep publishing. A bit of a disappointment, but not enough to stop me from buying his future

works.From the picture accompanying the product page I was expecting a larger book. This is about

the size of a regular fiction novel. I should have checked the product info at the bottom for

dimensions. Even then, I probably would have bought it because I love his work.

A through enjoyment. Mostly a review of previous publications which it states. Whilst enjoying the

publication I was reminded of long forgotten Von Daniken books all of which I had purchased,

enjoyed and still have. I can't understand criticism by the likes of West.I find Von Daniken presents

a feasible proposition in all his suggestions. I hope we hear more opinions from him

As always the care and concern of Erich to try and wake the 21st century to the quest of the how

and why. I have the utmost regard to his passion "to know, to make his case, to ask Why are we not

asking ourselves". To me, we can only know ourselves by "objectively" looking at the past. Point

after point, he makes you ask YOURSELF....WHY ARE THE FEET AND MINDS DRAGGING on the

curiosities, on the magnificent? This man is so dedicated and passionate about wanting to know, to

asking why, to slapping down the weak knee explanations of peers. To PROVING with a tenacity of

incredible thought and tenacity that, we are not doing enough. I pray every time I read his works that

he succeeds in turning on our dull brains. I believe I shall never see or hear, in my lifetime, another

mind such as his. I pass all of his books down to my children. I want them to be excited about what

came before. It is how we will know ourselves!

I love the format of these new books Mr. Von Daniken is doing. Perfect size and length, excellent

high quality paper and great photographs. And as usual amazing easy to read information.This and

the other (Remnants of the Gods) like this look really cool on my bookshelf.Mr Von Daniken if you

are reading this, you really have a winner with this format of book. Please continue to do a lot more

of them. One every three months would be great.

I have most of Von Danken's books that have been printed in English. This book had lots of colored



pictures, but mainly some different views of the same places that are in many of his other books. I

would have liked the pictures to have had captions under them. You had to go back into the text to

find out what they were, which was annoying. Buy if for the pictures if you don't have many of his

other books.

One star not for the content but for the Kindle edition. The photographs are too small and of low

resolution so you cannot enlarge on the iPad. Extremely difficult to read and reference the poor

quality photos. Very disappointing.

As a longtime reader of EVD(30+ years) I buy pretty much all his books for my collection,although

as the author points out,most readers have probably only read a portion of his material as a good bit

has not been released in the U.S.This book is part of his planned "photo-dump"(my term not his) as

he is in his 80s and wants to publish a couple of volumes of his extremely rare images that he has

recorded on film throughout his travels over the years and around the world.There is also a decent

bit of text explaining the pics,and the authors own undeniably recognizable analysis of each

image,written lucidly and with a keen eye for detail.This covers from Pohnpei to Newgrange and

much more,if you are interested in ancient mysteries this should be on your shelf!

This is a wonderful book - many, many photos. It was delivered very quickly; however, it could have

been packaged with bubble wrap or something similar to protect the book - during the mailing

process en route, the envelope got cut resulting in a small cut on the book.
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